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the romantic wish to live in an unrealistic parallel universe where every stranger loves one another. Unfortunately this will
always be an “unrealistic parallel universe” dream. But we all
need dreams - that’s the thinking behind Loving Strangers. My
best inspiration comes from being outside, taking part in sports
activities or listening to superman or batman music from Hans
Zimmer – that only works when you put the volume right up!

Creative
reflections
from young
german
designer

What do you find is the most interesting aspect of
creating eyewear - and the most complex?
AM: The interesting thing is to be creative with a very
small, yet simple product. You always have two temples and
one front to work with - in this fixed spectrum it is not too easy
to find your own design signature that can always be recognised.
That always makes designing frames really fascinating.
Do you have a particular customer profile in mind
when you are designing?
AM: No. They should just fit with our idea of the ‘Loving
Strangers’ - that’s all.

With a timely release, and eyewear history and passion,
Adrian Marwitz discusses the new highlights in his Loving Strangers
Collection, showing at Opti Munich this month - and shares his
inspiration and perspectives.
The Loving Strangers Collection
by Joan Grady

Eyewear is in your family’s DNA - how and when did
you decide to follow this tradition?
Adrian Marwitz: I like eyewear not only because of my
family’s history. I love the tension between fashion accessory
and medical aid, which you always have to take into account
when designing a new frame. When I was 12, I designed my
first frame for my father’s company - unfortunately he didn’t
like it!
It was always important for me to express my creativity - either
in music or new frame designs. In order to do this, you need
more space for creativity - that’s the point I got to when I
decided that I needed my own company. My first design, the
Stranger No. 1 from the Urban Strangers Collection, saw a
successful launch into the market, and is still in demand.

THE FIRST CONTACT
I HAD WITH TITANIUM
WAS TWELVE YEARS
AGO, DURING MY
APPRENTICESHIP. IT WAS
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT. THE
MATERIAL IS VERY LIGHT,
YET STABLE. THIS GIVES
YOU A WIDE RANGE OF
DESIGN POSSIBILITIES.

Lover No. 4 and No. 10 from the Loving Strangers Collection

Your designs sell internationally - what do
opticians abroad look for in a German brand?
AM: It is a matter of quality and design. Our frames are
designed with passion, and handmade in Germany. I think the
opticians and end-consumers feel the difference.

You have mentioned that your favourite eyewear
material is titanium - is there a reason for this?
AM: The first contact I had with titanium was twelve years
ago, during my apprenticeship. It was love at first sight. The
material is very light, yet stable. This gives you a wide range of
design possibilities.
When I started my company three years ago, most opticians
sold acetate frames. Now the trend is changing; more metal
frames are available. Opticians and consumers have started to
see the pros of metal, especially titanium.

Adrian Marwitz

Eyewear Designer (Photo by Gilles Stüssi)
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In the three years that you have been creating
frames, what has been your most important
discovery?
AM: That love and health are the most important things
in life. Frames are just frames. However, I put all my energy
and creativity into these frames. There are exciting frames and
ugly frames; big frames and small ones; and then there are
unbelievably beautiful frames, which is precisely how I wish
my eyewear to be perceived by the wearer.

Do you have any specific inspirations when creating
the collections - such as Loving Strangers - the
theme for your latest designs?
AM: The inspiration for the new collection is based on the
recent political and social situation. In times like these - we get
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